Individuals or teams of 4 compete in a quiz bowl format against other counties on general horse knowledge. Topics include colors, breeds, care and feeding, parts of the horse and tack, show rules, diseases, conformation, unsoundness, shoeing, breeding, etc. Coaches run weekly practices from December through March. Knowledge gained at practices will help with Levels Testing or Hippology competition, as well as selecting, caring for and showing your horse. Open to 4H members aged 9 to 19. You do not need a horse to participate.

Main references used are:

4-H Horses and Horsemanship (4H 1228)

4H Horse Science (4H 1229)

4H Normal Animal Unit #1 (4H 1259)

MI 4H Horse and Pony Show Rules and Regulations

Coaches also compile lists of study questions from other sources